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Theories of International Relations
Palgrave Macmillan The fully updated and revised ﬁfth edition of this widely-used text provides a comprehensive
survey of leading perspectives in the ﬁeld. Updated throughout to take account of major events and developments,
such as the Arab Spring, it also includes new material on neo-realism and neo-liberalism, postcolonialism and
cosmopolitanism.

Theories of International Relations
Bloomsbury Publishing The 5th edition of this best-selling textbook provides a systematic and comprehensive
introduction to the main theoretical approaches in the study of international relations. While maintaining focus on the
core theories and assessing the importance of theory in the study of International Relations, this edition has been
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updated throughout to take account of major events and developments, such as the Arab Spring and to reﬂect the
developments in the ﬁeld, including new material on neo-realism and neo-liberalism, post-colonialism and
cosmopolitanism. Each chapter is written by a leading expert on the theory, elucidating the concepts and its
application to ﬁeld coverage whilst maintaining an objective perspective in their evaluations. This text can be used as
reference work for particular theories, or as a tool to learn the use and importance of theory, as well as the particulars
of each school of thought. This text is accessible to students on courses across the world, and it assumes no prior
knowledge of any of the theories, making it the ideal companion as students begin studying theories of International
Relations, whether at undergraduate or Master's level.

Theories of International Relations, Third Edition
Palgrave Macmillan The fully updated and revised third edition of this widely used text provides a comprehensive
survey of leading perspectives in the ﬁeld including an entirely new chapter on Realism by Jack Donnelly. The
introduction explains the nature of theory and the reasons for studying international relations in a theoretically
informed way. The nine chapters which follow--written by leading scholars in the US, the UK, Canada, Australia, and
New Zealand--provide thorough examinations of each of the major approaches currently prevailing in the discipline.

Theories of International Relations
Red Globe Press In this extensively revised edition of what has long been regarded as the very best text on IR Theory,
leading experts oﬀer us ways to make sense of international relations. Presenting a full range of theories, from
realism, liberalism and constructivism to postcolonialism and feminism, we are oﬀered an unparalleled insight into the
main paradigms and most cutting edge thought. The sixth edition of this text oﬀers a more global introduction to IR,
showcasing insights from across the world, and employing a historical sociological perspective throughout to
demonstrate how any understanding of IR is historically- and geographically-contingent. Also new for this edition are
chapters on postcolonialism and institutionalism, as well as boxed cases which apply theory to contemporary empirical
examples, including gendered policy in the UN, the phenomenon of ‘fake news’, issues on migration and the crisis of
the Amazon’s forest ﬁres. This text remains the deﬁnitive companion for all students of International Relations, at
undergraduate and postgraduate levels.
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The National Interest in International Relations Theory
Springer This is the ﬁrst systematic and critical analysis of the concept of national interest from the perspective of
contemporary theories of International Relations, including realist, Marxist, anarchist, liberal, English School and
constructivist perspectives. Scott Burchill explains that although commonly used in diplomacy, the national interest is
a highly problematic concept and a poor guide to understanding the motivations of foreign policy.

Theories of International Relations
Transition vs. Persistence
Palgrave Macmillan This book is a synthetic historiography of present-day international relations theory, a critical
analysis of the continuing diversity and complexity of enduring themes through a sustained focus on the analysis of
the empirical evidence accumulated by social scientists. Special attention is given to key historical changes in
theoretical approaches over the past half-century with full recognition of the contestation over state-based theory,
and the changing fortunes of contemporary approaches. The book suggests that viable theories must transcend
current intellectual fashion, and attempts to bring together theory and practice while demonstrating the diﬃculty of
assessing competing theories. It addresses multiple strands of thought and assumes that their development cannot be
understood in isolation from each other.

An Introduction to International Relations
Cambridge University Press Invaluable to students and those approaching the subject for the ﬁrst time, An
Introduction to International Relations, Second Edition provides a comprehensive and stimulating introduction to
international relations, its traditions and its changing nature in an era of globalisation. Thoroughly revised and
updated, it features chapters written by a range of experts from around the world. It presents a global perspective on
the theories, history, developments and debates that shape this dynamic discipline and contemporary world politics.
Now in full-colour and accompanied by a password-protected companion website featuring additional chapters and
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case studies, this is the indispensable guide to the study of international relations.

Theories of International Relations
Misunderstanding International Relations
A Focus on Liberal Democracies
Springer Nature This book examines the ways in which the study and practice of international relations are
misunderstood, both by scholars and politicians. It begins by examining critical errors in reasoning and argument
which determine the way key issues in the ﬁeld are discussed and explained. It then explores a number of case studies
which are aﬀected by these errors, including the legal status of the modern nation-state, the Israel-Palestine conﬂict,
the idea of the Deep State, the relationship between the West and radical Islam, the impact of moral righteousness on
historical understanding, and the role of class in modern Western politics.

International Relations
The Key Concepts
Taylor & Francis Featuring over twenty new entries, International Relations: The Key Concepts, now in its second
edition, is the essential guide for anyone interested in international aﬀairs. Comprehensive and up-to-date, it
introduces the most important themes in international relations in the post 9/11 era. Key areas cover international
criminal law, human rights, the developing world (the Arab League, African Union), globalization and strategic studies.
New entries include: the English School the Digital Divide the War on Terror the Bush Doctrine the International
Criminal Court legitimacy global warming unilateralism the Organization of Petroleum-Exporting Countries (OPEC).
Featuring suggestions for further reading as well as a unique guide to web sites on international relations, this
accessible guide is an invaluable aid to an understanding of this expanding ﬁeld and is ideal for the student and non-
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specialist alike.

Emancipatory International Relations
Critical Thinking in International Relations
Routledge International relations theory is witnessing a veritable explosion of works within the areas of modernism
and postmodernism, yet there has been no attempt to compare these theories and their sources according to a
common criterion or logical form. This author argues that while these pioneering, imaginative and exciting theoretical
works are disparate, they also share a common thread that seeks to express emancipatory goals for international
relations. This book provides an in-depth critical study of this genre of theorizing that he names ‘Emancipatory
International Relations’. Spegele develops a framework to help the reader understand both the diﬀerences and
commonalities in modernist and postmodernist emancipatory thinking in International Relations. He critically analyzes
modernist theories, discourses, narratives and postmodernist theory and practice, feminist emancipatory discourses
and postmodernist international discourse and concludes by examining the coherence, viability and plausibility of
emancipatory discourses in international relations whether modernist or postmodernist. This challenging and
innovative volume will be of interest to students and researchers of international relations.

New Thinking In International Relations Theory
Routledge This book of ten original essays provides a showcase of currently diverse theoretical agendas in the ﬁeld of
international relations. Contributors address the theoretical analysis that their perspective brings to the issue of
change in global politics. Written for readers with a general interest in and knowledge of world aﬀairs, New Thinking in
International Relations Theory can also be assigned in international relations theory courses.The volume begins with
an essay on the classical tradition at the end of the Cold War. Essays explore work outside the mainstream, such as
Jean Bethke Elshtain on feminist theory and James Der Derian on postmodern theory as well as those developing
theoretical advances within traditional realms from James DeNardo's formal modeling to the more descriptive analyses
of Miles Kahler and Steve Weber. Other essays include Matthew Evangelista on domestics structure, Daniel Deudney
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on naturalist and geopolitical theory, and Joseph Grieco on international structuralist theory.

International Relations Theories
Discipline and Diversity
Oxford University Press, USA This cutting-edge textbook is the most comprehensive introduction to international
relations theory available. It argues that theory is central to explaining the dynamics of world politics, and includes a
wide variety of theoretical positions, from the historically dominant traditions to powerful critical voices since the
1980s. The editors have brought together a team of international contributors, each specialising in a diﬀerent theory.
They each explain the theoretical background to their position before showing how and why their theories matter. The
book opens up space for analysis and debate and leaves students to decide which theories they ﬁnd most useful in
explaining and understanding international relations. The book is supported by an Online Resource Centre. Student
resources: Key points for each chapter Web links Flashcard glossary Lecturer resources: PowerPoint slides

International Relations Theory: A Guide For the
Perplexed
Bloomsbury Academic This Guide for the Perplexed oﬀers a novel approach to international relations theory. Instead of
presenting competing theories in individual chapters, the book is structured around key spheres of human existence
and theoretical enquiry, including history, law, politics, morals, society, and economics. Today, many theories are
oﬀered to explicate disputes, conﬂicts, crises, wars, and other international problems. To help the student sort
through this variety of theories, Devetak introduces a historical approach articulated around core concepts. By getting
away from the overused methods of classifying international relations theory in terms of various '-isms', which implies
that to be theoretical one has to approach international relations form one of these positions (realism, liberalism,
socialism, etc.), Devetak can focus on the shifting and rival understandings on international relations as they develop
in the context of various questions and knowledge domains. International Relations Theory will be an essential
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resource that will provide both students and lecturers a historically-informed account that will encourage debate.

Understanding International Relations
Red Globe Press The fourth edition of this well-established and popular introductory textbook has been updated to
cover recent developments in the ﬁeld of International Relations and world events, whilst still navigating the
complexities of the discipline for new students. Brown and Ainley provide systematic coverage of the classical
concerns of International Relations theory - power, national interest, foreign policy and war - alongside analysis of the
impact of globalization on security, governance and the world economy. The authors actively avoid using a singular
theoretical lens to conduct their survey, instead evaluating and using many throughout this book to further illustrate
the nuances of the discipline. This is all while maintaining the focus on the discipline’s focus on real world events, with
case studies ranging from the recent rise of China and Russia to the global economic downturn, to teach students how
the discipline can be applied to understanding the central and diﬃcult questions that the world faces today. Clear and
accessible, but also critical and penetrating, this book is an essential text for undergraduate International Relations
students today.

Theories of international relations
International Relations Theory for the Twenty-First
Century
An Introduction
Routledge International relations theory has been the site of intense debate in recent years. A decade ago it was still
possible to divide the ﬁeld between three main perspectives – Realism, Liberalism, and Marxism. Not only have these
approaches evolved in new directions, they have been joined by a number of new ‘isms’ vying for attention, including
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feminism and constructivism. International Relations Theory for the Twenty-First Century is the ﬁrst comprehensive
textbook to provide an overview of all the most important theories within international relations. Written by an
international team of experts in the ﬁeld, the book covers both traditional approaches, such as realism and liberal
internationalism, as well as new developments such as constructivism, poststructuralism and postcolonialism. The
book’s comprehensive coverage of IR theory makes it the ideal textbook for teachers and students who want an up-todate survey of the rich variety of theoretical work and for readers with no prior exposure to the subject.

Universal Human Rights in Theory and Practice
Cornell University Press (unseen), $12.95. Donnelly explicates and defends an account of human rights as universal
rights. Considering the competing claims of the universality, particularity, and relativity of human rights, he argues
that the historical contingency and particularity of human rights is completely compatible with a conception of human
rights as universal moral rights, and thus does not require the acceptance of claims of cultural relativism. The book
moves between theoretical argument and historical practice. Rigorous and tightly-reasoned, material and perspectives
from many disciplines are incorporated. Paper edition Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR

Outlines and Highlights for Theories of International
Relations by Scott Burchill, Isbn
9780230219236
Academic Internet Pub Incorporated Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts,
persons, places, and events from the textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the
outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only
Cram101 is Textbook Speciﬁc. Accompanys: 9780230219236 9780230219229 .
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International Theory
Positivism and Beyond
Cambridge University Press Key ﬁgures who have made leading contributions to the development of international
theory provide a major survey of the state of the subject.

International Relations
A Self-Study Guide to Theory
Verlag Barbara Budrich The book is written for active learners – those keen on cutting their own path through the
complex and at times hardly comprehensible world of THEORY in International Relations. To aid this process as much
as possible, this book employs the didactical and methodical concept of integrating teaching and self-study. The
criteria for structured learning about IR theory will be derived from an extensive discussion of the questions and
problems of philosophy of science (Part 1). Theory of IR refers to the scientiﬁc study of IR and covers all of the
following subtopics: the role and status of theory in the academic discipline of IR; the understanding of IR as a science
and what a ""scientiﬁc"" theory is; the diﬀerent assumptions upon which theory building in IR is based; the diﬀerent
types of theoretical constructions and models of explanations found at the heart of particular theories; and the
diﬀerent approaches taken on how theory and the practice of international relations are linked to each other. The
criteria for the structured learning process will be applied in Part 2 of the book during the presentation of ﬁve selected
theories of International Relations. The concept is based on ""learning through example"" – that is, the ﬁve theories
have been chosen because, when applying the criteria developed in Part 1 of the book, each single theory serves as an
example for something deeply important to learn about THEORY of IR more generally.
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Connected Sociologies
Bloomsbury Publishing This book is available as open access through the Bloomsbury Open Access programme and is
available on www.bloomsburycollections.com. This book outlines what theory for a global age might look like, positing
an agenda for consideration, contestation and discussion, and a framework for the research-led volumes that follow in
the series. Gurminder K. Bhambra takes up the classical concerns of sociology and social theory and shows how they
can be rethought through an engagement with postcolonial studies and decoloniality, two of the most distinctive
critical approaches of the past decades.

The State and International Relations
Cambridge University Press This book, ﬁrst published in 2000, provides an overview of theories of the state found in
International Relations.

Realism and International Relations
Cambridge University Press Realism and International Relations provides students with a critical yet sympathetic
survey of political realism in international theory. Using six paradigmatic theories - Hans Morgenthau, Kenneth Waltz,
the Prisoners' Dilemma, Thucydides, Machiavelli, and Hobbes - the book examines realist accounts of human nature
and state motivation, international anarchy, system structure and the balance of power, international institutions, and
morality in foreign policy. Donnelly argues that common realist propositions not only fail to stand up to scrutiny but
are rejected by many leading realists as well. He argues that rather than a general theory of international relations,
realism is best seen as a philosophical orientation or research program that emphasizes - in an insightful yet one-sided
way - the constraints imposed by individual and national egoism and international anarchy. Containing chapter-bychapter guides to further reading and discussion questions for students, this book oﬀers an accessible and lively
survey of the dominant theory in International Relations.
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Australian Foreign Policy
Controversies and Debates
Australian Foreign Policy: Controversies and Debates examines the core debates and multiple dilemmas that deﬁne
foreign policy in Australia. The book will produce a critical understanding of the multiple inﬂuences on the formulation,
implementation and transformation of Australian foreign policy. Key bilateral relationships, including China, Indonesia
and the US, will be investigated. Attention is also paid to contemporary issues such as asylum seekers, terrorism,
international environmental issues, good international citizenship and economic globalisation. The debates are
informative and potentially provocative as the book is designed to encourage discussion and analytical and critical
thought. For the topics discussed, there is not necessarily a "right" answer. Readers are asked to develop their own
opinions and hypotheses based on critical engagement with the debates. Each chapter concludes with follow-up
questions to help draw these out.

Introduction to International Relations
Theories and Approaches
Oxford University Press Introduction to International Relations provides a concise and engaging introduction to the
principal international relations theories and, uniquely, explores how theory can be used to analyse contemporary
issues.Readers are introduced to the most important theories, encompassing both classical and contemporary
approaches and debates. Throughout the text the authors encourage readers to consider the strengths and
weaknesses of the theories presented, and the major points of contention between them. In so doing, the text helps
the reader to build a clear understanding of how major theoretical debates link up with each other, and how the
structure of the discipline of international relations is established.Jackson and Sørensen place a strong emphasis
throughout on the relationship between theory and practice, carefully explaining how theories organise and shape our
view of the world. A chapter is dedicated to key global issues and how theory can be used as a tool to analyse and
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interpret these issues. New to this editionIncreased coverage of signiﬁcant and current issues in global politics,
including terrorism, religion, the environment, and war and peaceA substantially updated chapter on the contemporary
debates in international political economy, including capitalist diversity, models of development, and inequality New
end of chapter questions to encourage readers to link the key theories to practice, highlighting how theories matter

Global Politics in the 21st Century
Cambridge University Press Objective, critical, optimistic, and with a global focus, this textbook combines international
relations theory, history, up-to-date research, and current aﬀairs to give the student a comprehensive, unbiased
understanding of international politics. It integrates theory and traditional approaches with globalization and research
on newer topics such as terrorism, the rise of new economic superpowers, and the impact of global communications
and social networking to oﬀer the ideal breadth and depth of coverage for a one-semester undergraduate course.
Student learning is supported and enhanced by box features and "Close Up" sections with context and further
information, "Critical Case Studies" that highlight controversial and complex current aﬀairs topics and show how the
world works in practice, and questions to stimulate discussion, review key concepts, and encourage further study. It
brilliantly demonstrates the signiﬁcance and interconnectiveness of globalization and new security challenges in the
21st century and illuminates the role of leadership in transnational crises.

Critical Theorists and International Relations
Routledge A wide range of critical theorists is used in the study of international politics, and until now there has been
no text that gives concise and accessible introductions to these ﬁgures. Critical Theorists and International Relations
provides a wide-ranging introduction to thirty-two important theorists whose work has been inﬂuential in thinking
about global politics. Each chapter is written by an expert with a detailed knowledge of the theorist concerned,
representing a range of approaches under the rubric ‘critical’, including Marxism and post-Marxism, the Frankfurt
School, hermeneutics, phenomenology, postcolonialism, feminism, queer theory, poststructuralism, pragmatism,
scientiﬁc realism, deconstruction and psychoanalysis. Key features of each chapter include: a clear and concise
biography of the relevant thinker an introduction to their key writings and ideas a summary of the ways in which these
ideas have inﬂuenced and are being used in international relations scholarship a list of suggestions for further reading
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Written in engaging and accessible prose, Critical Theorists and International Relations is a unique and invaluable
resource for undergraduates, postgraduates and scholars of international relations.

International Organisations and Global Problems
Theories and Explanations
Cambridge University Press Taking a thematic and theoretical approach, this textbook examines international
organisations (IOs) and their eﬀectiveness in solving global issues. Through the lens of international relations theory,
it focuses on eight key issue areas central to international relations: conﬂict; weapons; human rights; global health;
ﬁnancial governance; international trade; political and economic unions; development, and the environment. Capturing
the best and most up-to-date scholarly research and empirical examples from around the world, the book enables
students to develop the theoretical tools to evaluate IOs and answer the key question, 'are IOs a help or a hindrance?'.
Text features include suggestions for further reading, questions, highlighted key terms and supplementary online
resources, as well as text boxes providing demonstrations of how additional theories and concepts apply to speciﬁc IOs
in the issue areas discussed. This textbook is an essential resource for undergraduate and graduate courses on global
governance, international organisations, and international relations.

Introduction to Global Studies
Bloomsbury Publishing This textbook provides a multidisciplinary introduction to global and international studies.
Oﬀering unrivalled breadth and depth, it covers all the key dimensions of the topic, including broad introductions to
international politics and economics, and focused surveys of topics from human rights and migration to conﬂict and
the environment. John McCormick's lucid writing style renders complex information understandable to all students.
Full-colour photographs, maps, tables and ﬁgures bring the subject to life and innovative pedagogical features
emphasize the importance of understanding perspectives and experiences diﬀerent from one's own worldview.
Assuming no prior knowledge of the subject, this textbook is ideal for undergraduate students worldwide who are
taking introductory modules in global and international studies. The text can also be used by undergraduate students
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taking courses on globalization.

Research Methods in International Relations
SAGE The only guide to conducting research in International Relations. Covering the full breadth of methods in IR with
unrivalled clarity, this best-selling textbook takes you through the entire process of doing research, from honing your
question to writing up the dissertation. The engaging and jargon-free style demystiﬁes the process of doing research,
whilst helping you develop a comprehensive understanding of the strengths and limitations of diﬀerent methods and
methodologies. This second edition comes with new chapters on conducting interviews and discourse analysis, as well
as expanded coverage of qualitative and quantitative methods. Packed with examples, it explores the breadth of IR
research today, from the long-lasting impact of colonialism to migration policy; climate change negotiations to
international aid. Covering the most cutting-edge methodological developments, including critical realism, feminist,
and postcolonial approaches, it helps you understand and apply research methods in world politics. This practical
introduction is essential reading for anyone setting out on their International Relations research project for the ﬁrst
time, at undergraduate and postgraduate levels. Christopher Lamont is Assistant Dean of E-Track Programs and
Associate Professor of International Relations at Tokyo International University, Japan.

Iran and the United States
An Insider�s View on the Failed Past and the Road to
Peace
Bloomsbury Publishing USA "Seyed Hossein Mousavian worked for over 30 years on diplomatic eﬀorts between Iran
and the West, alongside now-President Hassan Rouhani and Iranian Foreign Minister Javad Zarif, serving as conﬁdante,
colleague, and peer. Here the former diplomat tells the insider history of the troubled relationship between Iran and
the US. His unique ﬁrsthand perspective blends memoir, analysis and never before seen details of the many near
misses in the quest for rapprochement. With so much at stake, the book concludes with a roadmap for peace that both
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nations so desperately need."--Publisher information.

International Relations Theory
The Game-Theoretic Approach
Cambridge University Press Written for advanced undergraduate and graduate students, this is the ﬁrst textbook on
international relations theory to take a speciﬁcally game-theoretic approach to the subject, and provide the material
needed for students to understand the subject thoroughly, from its basic foundations to more complex models.
International relations theory is presented and analysed using simple games, which allow students to grasp the
concepts and mechanisms involved with the rationalist approach without the distraction of complicated mathematics.
Chapter exercises reinforce key concepts and guide students to extend the models discussed. Drawing examples from
international security, international political economy, and environmental negotiations, this introductory textbook
examines a broad array of topics in international relations courses, including state preferences, normal form games,
bargaining, uncertainty and communication, multilateral cooperation, and the impact of domestic politics.

International Relations and the Origins of the Paciﬁc War
Springer International Relations and the Origins of the Paciﬁc War takes the unique approach of examining the history
of the relationship between Japan and the United States by using the framework of international relations theories to
search for the origins of the Paciﬁc War, that erupted with Japan's attack on Pearl Harbour in 1941.

The Idea of National Interest
An Analytical Study in American Foreign Policy
Greenwood Publishing Group
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Russia-Cyprus Relations
A Pragmatic Idealist Perspective
Springer This study assesses Moscow's special bilateral relations with Cyprus since the mid-1950s, with particular
emphasis on the post-Cold War years. Melakopides develops the theory of 'pragmatic idealism' when describing the
way in which Moscow's Cyprus policies were meant to satisfy not only mutual interests but also international legal and
ethical principles and norms. The book recalls Cyprus's dramatic vicissitudes since the 1950s and revisits the
controversial 'political realist' policies of Washington, Ankara and London against the interests and needs of the GreekCypriot majority. Melakopides then goes on to analyse the regional geopolitical context; Turkey's hegemonic ambitions
and its ongoing aggressiveness against Cyprus; Nicosia's current eﬀorts to pursue a multidimensional foreign policy
that also engages Greece, Israel and Egypt; the strong Russian-Cypriot diplomatic and political relations as well as
their relations in trade, banking, energy, tourism, culture, energy and defence; and the origins of Russia's historical,
religious and 'spiritual' sentiments and bonds towards Hellenism and Cyprus.

Transformation of Political Community
Ethical Foundations of the Post-Westphalian Era
John Wiley & Sons Sovereign nation states, which were formed in the context of major war, have been deeply
exclusionary in their dealings with minority cultures and alien outsiders. In this book, Andrew Linklater claims that
globalization, the paciﬁcation of core areas of the world economy and ethnic revolt challenge these traditional
practices. As a result, new forms of political community and citizenship have become possible. In an original synthesis
of recent developments in social and political theory, The Transformation of Political Community argues for new forms
of political community which are cosmopolitan, sensitive to cultural diﬀerences and committed to reducing material
inequalities. The book provides a bold account of post-Westphalian societies and the ethical principles which should
inform their external relations. Linklater argues for political communities in which human relations are governed by
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dialogue and consent rather than power and force. The Transformation of Political Community will be of interest to
students and academics in international relations, politics and sociology.

The National Interest in the Theory of International
Relations
The concept of "the national interest" has been widely analysed by historians and political scientists. However, there
has not been a systematic investigation of the term from the range of theoretical perspectives which comprise the
discipline of International Relations. This dissertation ﬁlls this gap by examining how the term is variously understood
by realist, Marxist, anarchist, liberal, rationalist and constructivist theories of International Relations. It is argued that
far from having a clear and unambiguous meaning, "the national interest" is a problematic term which is largely devoid
of substantive content.

30 Days to a More Powerful Vocabulary
Simon and Schuster A thirty-day vocabulary building program which includes a pronunciation guide and word origins
and histories

Order and Justice in International Relations
OUP Oxford This work analyses the relationship between international order and justice in the study and practice of
20th and 21st century international relations. Particular attention is given to the topic of globalization.
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